Board of Directors
Candidates
Ginevra Saylor

Board Position: President

DIRECTOR, INNOVATION AND KNOWLEDGE PROGRAMS
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
Legal Experience:
Ginevra Saylor has worked in legal innovation and knowledge
management for over two decades, holding senior leadership positions
at two major law firms in Canada before joining Gowling WLG in her
current role. She holds a JD from Temple University School of Law.

ILTA Volunteer Experience:
Ginevra has been an ILTA member for over twenty years, and her past volunteer leadership positions
include Editor of the Annual Knowledge Management (KM) White Paper, Editor of the KM Blog, ILTACON
Committee, Information Governance Content Coordinating Team, and KM Steering Committee. She is a
current member of the ILTA Board.
Vision:
Each candidate was asked questions related to their reasons for wanting to serve on the Board, what they
hope to accomplish, as well as their vision for ILTA’s future. The following are excerpts from some of the
answers Ginevra provided.
In response to a question regarding why Ginevra wants to continue her Board service, she responded:
“I am profoundly grateful to ILTA for the impact it has had on my career and development. As I
have observed and outwardly expressed in the past, ILTA has contributed enormously to my
professional and personal growth. As both an avid content-consumer and volunteer, my experience
has been uniformly rewarding, enriching, and inspiring. I applied for my first two terms and now
apply for a third Board term seeking to give as much back to the ILTA community as possible and
make lasting and valuable contributions to ILTA’s future. ILTA has had a great 40+ years; my goal is
to help build a solid foundation for ILTA’s continued and even greater success over the coming 40
years and beyond. In my two terms on the Board, I have learned a great deal; I hope to build on my
Board experience to advance – and in some cases complete – the work we have started. Through
Board service, I have fine-tuned skills that I brought into the role and developed new skills; I hope

to apply these skills and knowledge to make greater contributions and further advance ILTA in a
third Board term. Perhaps the most exciting prospect for me if elected to a third term will be
having another opportunity to mentor newly elected directors in their first term. Mentoring others
and helping them succeed has always been an important and gratifying part of my professional,
community, and personal life.”
In response to the question “What does ILTA need to help ensure a successful future?” Ginevra’s response
included:
“To ensure a successful future, ILTA must continue to revisit the definition of a member. How,
where, and by whom legal services are delivered is in constant flux. The hierarchy within law firms
is crumbling with the traditional division between lawyers as the front office and non-lawyers as
the back-office quickly (and thankfully) disappearing; client service teams now include professionals
from law, technology, project management, knowledge management, data science, and a myriad
of emerging disciplines. Increasingly, Legal Process Outsourcers (LPOs), Alternative Legal Service
Providers (ALSPs), and even technology companies are delivering legal services. The way ILTA’s
current members work with ILTA’s Business Partners is continuing to change, with the line between
consumer and vendor blurring and fluid and more collaborative and partnership relationships
developing.
ILTA needs to explore and potentially break down the divisions within our organization and consider
the place new entrants – like LPOs, ALSPs, and those yet to come – may have in the organization.
Because this will require substantial research, investigation and creativity, reimagining the
definition of a member needs to remain a priority and involve both members and Business Partners
working in collaboration.”

Background:
Ginevra Saylor is nominated for the 2021 - 2023 ILTA Board of Directors in the role of President. She
currently works as the National Director, Innovation and Knowledge Programs for Gowling WLG. There, she
leads the firm’s innovation, knowledge management, learning and development, legal project
management, client and practice solutions, and process re-engineering strategy and initiatives. In her role,
she identifies and implements programs, processes, and tools that drive innovation and excellence
throughout the firm and enhance the delivery of client services.
In previous KM leadership roles, Ginevra developed knowledge management and practice innovation
strategies and initiatives. She designed new projects and practice tools to leverage and build her firms’
knowledge bases and supervised and enhanced established knowledge management programs and
databases. Working with the firm’s practice groups and administrative departments to enhance their
business processes and matter management, Ginevra has helped to improve overall efficiency and
effectiveness.
Ginevra was the ILTA 2016 Publications Shining Star Award winner. She is a continual author and blogger on
legal practice, innovation, legal technology, knowledge management, and related topics. She has been an
ILTACON attendee for years, as well as a speaker. She lives in Toronto, Canada, with her family.

Board of Directors
Candidates
Tony McKenna

Board Position: Executive Vice President

IT DIRECTOR
HOWARD KENNEDY LLP
Legal Experience:
Tony has over 13 years of experience in the legal sector. In that time, he
has worked for small, medium, and large firms with truly international
responsibility. He has enjoyed leading teams delivering technology and
change services across 6 of the 7 continents in the world but has yet to
work with a legal team in Antarctica -- you never know.

ILTA Volunteer Experience:
Tony started active volunteering in 2015 when asked by his then Director of IT, Richard Harris of Freshfields
LLP, to attend a session on the future of ILTA in Europe. He had been a consumer of ILTA content and UK
conference attendee/supporter for some years prior to this when he was with Allen & Overy LLP, as his
then CIO, Gareth Ash, was a senior volunteer.
At the 2015 session Tony put forward a view that ILTA needed a rethink in Europe, and develop a serious
business case, including boots on the ground, if it was to be taken seriously. He felt ILTA required a different
approach in the UK & Europe market to that which was so successful in north America. Following this
session, Tony attended his first ILTACON and was blown away by the networking, the knowledge sharing,
the partner (vendor back in the day) access, and mostly by the friendly/open culture.
Late in 2015 Peggy Wechsler reached out to Tony and asked if he was prepared to put 'his money (time)
where his mouth is', write the business case and take on a volunteering roll on the newly formed PPC. He
pulled together a business case and supporting investment case which Peggy took to the Board late 2015.
He walked Randi Mayes through it early 2016 at his first in-person PPC meeting in LA and has been actively
volunteering ever since being recognized as the Chair of ILTA for Europe.

Vision:
Each candidate was asked questions related to their reasons for wanting to serve on the Board, what they
hope to accomplish, as well as their vision for ILTA’s future. The following are excerpts from some of Tony’s
answers.
In response to a question regarding what Tony hopes to accomplish during his 2021-2023 Board service,
Tony’s response was:
“Simply I want to continue to add value, support the international ambitions of ILTA, increase the
diversity of the Board, and add a different perspective to the debate. In some ways it’s the next
logical step in my ILTA volunteering journey.”
Responding to the question “ILTA has undergone many changes in the past few years. Please share your
insights on a past change, Tony answered:
“Over the time that I have been an active volunteer ILTA has changed significantly, whilst
maintaining the culture of friendly, people-centric education and networking. The changes initiated
by the retirement of Randi landed poorly with some quarters, however in my experience change is
never easy and often not welcome/understood by everyone. The changes the then Board wanted to
implement were necessary and have shown benefits. In my view the significant failing was the lack
of open, engaging and clear communications. When the Board moved to change the ILTA staff
leadership and brought in Joy, the changes continued and in some areas at a greater pace. The
significant difference was the openness Joy brought, her deep and wide sector experience and her
listening skills. ILTA is a more inclusive organization, it is more focused nationally and
internationally whilst maintaining its local grass roots network and culture.”
In response to a question “What does ILTA need to help ensure a successful future?” Tony’s response
included:
“I believe that ILTA needs to continue to expand to new markets and adjust how it delivers its core
offerings to that market. Working out what works in the very different areas of the world requires
leaders with experience of working in these areas, already developed networks and highly
developed influencing and listening skills.”
Background:
Tony McKenna, nominated for Executive Vice President for the 2021-2023 Board of Directors, left school in
Scotland at 16 and joined the South of Scotland Electricity Boards pre-privatisation. This was before PCs,
email, mobile phones, the web, Google and pre all the kinds of tech his kids and colleagues take for granted
today. Having spent 20 years in the utilities sector working across the UK in several technology, change and
people leadership positions he joined the legal sector in 2008 with Allen & Overy LLP.
Tony is currently Director of IT at Howard Kennedy LLP and chair of ILTA's European Program Council. As
Director of IT, he is responsible for day-to-day technology services, business change, information security
and technology innovation. As a senior volunteer leader for ILTA he chairs the annual European ILTA
conference. Continuously improving technology service is mission critical to Tony, as is sharing his
knowledge and ensuring everyone around him is given the opportunity to be the best they can be.
Outside of the office volunteering continues to play an important part of Tony's life. He supports local
charities and acts as a trustee for a local secondary academy in his home village in Essex. Tony enjoys most
sports, traveling and sampling the local food and drink wherever he finds himself.
During the last year Tony has enjoyed spending time with his family and taking advantage of the additional
free time to do those jobs around the house you never get to and getting fit.

Board of Directors
Candidates
Kara Portwood

Board Position: Secretary

PRACTICE AREA SOLUTIONS CONSULTANT
ARMSTRONG TEASDALE LLP
Legal Experience:
Kara has worked in practice area solutions for over a decade, holding a
position at Armstrong Teasdale LLP and working with ILTANs in a
prominent Microsoft liaison role.

ILTA Volunteer Experience:
Kara is a continuous ILTA volunteer, serving in over a dozen volunteer roles since 2011, including being a
Regional Vice President, Strategic Relationship Liaison for ILTA with Microsoft, Chair and Co-Chair of the
SharePoint Symposium. She served as a member of the Program Planning Council, and a member of the
Volunteer Leadership Taskforce. Kara is currently serving on the 2019-2021 ILTA Board of Directors as a
Director at Large.

Vision:
Each candidate was asked questions related to their reasons for wanting to serve on the Board, what they
hope to accomplish, as well as their vision for ILTA’s future. The following are excerpts from some of the
answers Kara provided.
In response to a question regarding what Kara hopes to accomplish during her 2021-2023 Board service,
Kara’s response included:
“My term as an ILTA Board member is a bit unique. I feel like the work we are doing is really
getting started with the strategic plan now in place. My term was a bit altered by things such as
COVID and financial uncertainty. I see myself in a place where I can contribute even more during
the next couple of years as ILTA will continue to evolve and be nimble to adapt to changing needs,
generational opportunities and ever-changing landscape of the legal industry.”

In response to a question regarding ideas to support one or more of ILTA’s strategic goals, Kara’s response
included:
“Ensure Business Partners feel respected and valued for their expertise as much as their financial
contributions: The virtual world has taught us many things both good and bad. One complaint I
hear over and over again from the business partners is the need to connect with ILTA members who
have buying power. One idea is to how a ½ day business partner summit. Invite all business
partners to the virtual event and let them demonstrate thought leadership (and control the
content) about a solution they currently have in place or are working on.
Offer more content that is deep rather than wide: Take an existing issue or product and create a
micro-series. Creating the content deep must have different ways to deliver as well with different
perspectives (business partners, members and/or collaboration of both).”

Background:
Kara Portwood is nominated for the 2021- 2023 ILTA Board of Directors role of Secretary. She currently
works as the Practice Area Solutions Consultant at Armstrong Teasdale LLP. There, she continually brings
value to the firm by facilitating desktop technology and implementing innovative technology solutions and
best practices. She often works with clients to help with collaboration, to solve technology issues and to
contribute to building successful business relationships.
In addition to her work at Armstrong Teasdale LLP, Kara works with ILTA in numerous capacities, serving as
a Director at Large for the ILTA Board of Directors. Kara is the Board Liaison to the Partner Advisory
Committee and the Strategic Business Partner Liaisons.
Further, she has extensive additional ILTA volunteer expertise and has been a Peer Group Vice President, a
Team Member for the ILTACON Planning Committee, a member of the Desktop & Application Services
Steering Committee, a Strategic Relationship Liaison and Program Committee member, and she has sat on
many multiple Symposium Planning Committees. She has been a Program Planning Council Liaison and
served as a Member of the Volunteer Leadership Task Force.
She has also been a prolific speaker for ILTA, speaking well over a dozen times at conference. She is also a
Webinar guru, she was the 2011 Peer Award winner, and has been a blogger for ILTA.
She lives in the Greater Chicago area.

Board of Directors
Candidates
Jack Thompson

Board Position: Treasurer

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR – E-DISCOVERY & LEGAL OPERATIONS
SANOFI
Legal Experience:
Jack has been active in legal IT, E-discovery, and operations professional
for many years. Working in Legal IT, most recently at UPS, Coca Cola,
and now at Sanofi, where he is the Senior Manager - E-Discovery & Legal
Operations. He holds an MBA.

ILTA Volunteer Experience:
Hailing from an ILTA member corporate law department, Jack is a frequent and engaging ILTA e-group
community commenter and leader. He is also an ILTA speaker, blogger, and author, and an ILTACON
attendee since 2013. He rounds off his volunteerism by currently serving on the Program Planning Council.
Vision:
Each candidate was asked questions related to their reasons for wanting to serve on the Board, what they
hope to accomplish, as well as their vision for ILTA’s future. The following are excerpts from some of the
answers Jack provided.
In response to a question regarding what Jack hopes to accomplish during his 2021-2023 Board service,
Jack’s response included:
“Board service has offered the opportunity to guide the organization through changing and
challenging times and environments. In this time and for the future, the opportunity to grow the
ILTA brand, develop strategic initiatives, and provide fiduciary accountability as a volunteer leader
has been a reward. The opportunity to grow the organization is appealing and exciting. As a Board
member, I am committed to deploying my skill set for building the 2021 - 2023 strategic plan with a
critical, open, and dynamic perspective to which ILTA needs.”

When asked to comment on a past change at ILTA, Jack responded:
“The COVID-19 pandemic has been the most significant change and challenge ILTA has encountered
in 2020. The traditional programs and events which make up the ILTA norms and magic were
disrupted and forced to change to continue to keep ILTA going.
The experience was a learning one, where traditions are now questionable and not sustainable
without considering change. Notable was the ILTA>ON event to replace ILTACON – the event was a
success and a significant experience to learn from. ILTA had to maneuver this change creatively and
openly for opportunities to maintain corporate sponsorships effectively and member
attention/interest without massive attrition. The result was a fast-track wake-up call on how ILTA
should have been exploring other revenue generation models, dynamics for member connections,
and support for volunteer activities – not traditionally looked at prior.“

In response to a question asking the candidates to describe one or two ideas they might recommend in
support of one or two of ILTA’s 2021 – 2023 strategic goals, Jack’s response included:
“The following are key aspects of the myILTA strategic offering which are critical for success and
associate to the other plans.
•
•
•

Deliver content and networking opportunities that are easy to find and match to individual
needs
Ensure Business Partners feel respected and valued for their expertise as much as their
financial contributions
Reflect the people (roles, diversity, location) and entities who are driving and supporting
technology

As a Board member, to fulfill these objectives, I would be to recommend changes to volunteer
criteria to allow BP experts or Industry Participants to openly contribute to content development
and or networking opportunities through ILTA programs such as ILTACON/ILTA>ON. There will be
governance and strategic membership considerations to work from, however the interim would be
to allow volunteer accessibility to BPs or allow for specific forums to be created for BP content
creation and marketing through ILTA.”
Background:
Jack Thompson is a corporate eDiscovery and Legal Operations professional, specializing in the
advancement of efficiency of legal technical operations and information governance.
In 2016, Jack relocated to New Jersey to assume a director position at Sanofi, a global pharmaceutical
company, managing global Legal Operations programs focusing on technology management, information
governance and financial management within internal and external parties. In this role as well as other
previous roles, Jack has worked closely on financial aspects of legal operations including external and
internal spend management, P&L accounting and reporting, public corporate financial investigations,
investment matters, and departmental budgetary allocations.
Jack has a master’s degree of Business Administration with a focus on global operations and financial
management for business and has contributed to legal cost savings and management education programs
throughout his career.
Jack is Board member of the International Legal Technology Association (ILTA), and has served on ILTA’s
Audit, Finance, and Investment Committee since 2019. He is also a contributing member to the American
Corporate Counsel Legal Operations (ACC) organization, and faculty for several eDiscovery, Innovation, and
Legal Ops professional community groups.
Jack has attended every ILTACON since 2013 and lives in the Greater New York City area with his family.

Board of Directors
Candidates
Chris Boyd

Board Position: Director at Large

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
WILSON SONSINI GOODRICH & ROSATI
Legal Experience:
For over 25 years, Chris has been an active KM professional and law firm
associate. He has been a Chief Operating Officer, Chief Knowledge and
Talent Officer, and Senior Director of Professional Services for over 15
years. He holds a JD from Stanford Law School.

ILTA Volunteer Experience:
An active ILTAN for many years, Chris is a current ILTA Board member and was previously a Chair of the
Knowledge Advisors and a Peer Group Vice President. He has also been a consistent ILTA speaker and was
a 2016 Peer Award winner.

Vision:
Each candidate was asked questions related to their reasons for wanting to serve on the Board, what they
hope to accomplish, as well as their vision for ILTA’s future. The following are excerpts from some of the
answers Chris provided.
In response to a question regarding what Chris hopes to accomplish during his 2021-2023 Board service,
Chris’ response included:
“Helping ILTA navigate the remainder of coronavirus pandemic and improve its financial status. The
pandemic has deeply hurt many membership associations and other nonprofits, ILTA among them.
The 2019-21 Board has worked with CEO Joy Heath Rush, her staff leadership team, volunteer
leaders, and the Partner Advisory Council (PAC) to help ILTA get through the worst of the pandemic
and develop a financial model that depends less heavily on revenues and sponsorships from
ILTACON and other live events. I would like to help ILTA get to the far side of the pandemic and
resume a more “steady-state” and diversified business model.”

In response to a question “What does ILTA need to help ensure a successful future?” Chris’ response
included:
“To help ensure a successful future, ILTA first needs to execute its 2020-23 strategic plan well and
achieve the myILTA goal, including its Content, Connections, and Leadership components. Assuming
that ILTA achieves this goal, then members and business partners will see a notable increase in the
value they get from ILTA, and the organization will increase both retention of current members and
business partners and acquisition of new members and business partners.”

Background:
Chris Boyd, nominated for a Director at Large position for the 2021- 2023 ILTA Board of Directors, is the
Chief Operating Officer of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati, a 1,000-lawyer firm based in Palo Alto. He is an
experienced law firm leader who combines strategic vision and consistent innovation with focused
execution. He and his teams work with firm and practice group leaders to develop, deploy, and
continuously improve processes, programs, and tools that support the firm’s business goals and help the
firm and its attorneys deliver more value to clients.
Chris is also a Trustee of the College of Law Practice Management and a member of the 10,000 Degrees San
Francisco Advisory Board. He is also a member of the Professional Development Consortium (PDC) and has
served on the PDC's Board.
He has attended every ILTACON since 2013 and lives in San Francisco.

Board of Directors
Candidates
Chris Hunt

Board Position: Director at Large

DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY & OPERATIONS
SUGARMAN, ROGERS, BARSHAK & COHEN, P.C.
Legal Experience:
Chris has worked in legal technology for over 20 years and is currently
the Director of Technology and Operations at Sugarman, Rogers,
Barshak & Cohen, P.C. in Boston, MA, leading the technology and
operational functions of the firm to ensure attorney, professional, and
client needs are met and the firm has the appropriate resources to
provide the highest levels of service.

ILTA Volunteer Experience:
Chris has extensive ILTA Volunteer Experience, currently serving as the Secretary on the Board of Directors.
He previously served as an ILTACON Co-Chair and was a member of multiple ILTACON Planning Committees,
the Program Planning Council, and the Security & Compliance Content Coordinating Team.

Vision:
Each candidate was asked questions related to their reasons for wanting to serve on the Board, what they
hope to accomplish, as well as their vision for ILTA’s future. The following are excerpts from some of the
answers Chris provided.
In response to a question regarding what Chris hopes to accomplish during his 2021-2023 Board service,
Chris’ response included:
“My first term on the Board has been an incredible experience. I would like to continue my service
on the Board to further push ILTA and myself into new frontiers and to help build the future of our
association, particularly through our strategic initiative, myILTA. The past two years have been

challenging, and we have done much to ensure ILTA survives and thrives. There is much more work
to be done, and it starts with the Board setting the tone and the direction”

When asked to share his insights on a recent change within ILTA, Chris answered:
“The most impactful change in recent history has been the reduction in the ILTA professional staff
and the impact that has had on the association. The pandemic has been, and continues to be, a
major threat to ILTA, and the loss of revenues due to the shift away from in-person events required
ILTA to reset its staffing levels to better reflect our position in the world.
This had a ripple effect throughout the organization. Yet, in the face of such adversity, ILTA rallied
and fought hard to reprioritize, refocus, and reenergize throughout the ranks, from the staff to the
volunteers. What started as a painful series of events quickly turned into a number of
achievements to be proud of – shifting LegalSEC and ILTACON to completely digital events;
producing new programming to tackle the issues everyone in the legal ecosystem faced as a result
of changes forced by the pandemic, and the resulting shift to working remotely; and hearing from
and listening to the members, business partners, volunteers, and staff about what was, and
continues to be, most important to them in their careers and their positions.”

In response to a question “What does ILTA need to help ensure a successful future?” Chris’ response
included:
“ILTA needs to reassert itself as the go-to place for expertise in the legal technology industry. We
need to engage new and younger members, and we need to look beyond law firms and law
departments and consider how we can partner with law schools to help new lawyers understand
technology and the business of law. We must also look to new business models in the industry, and
welcome participation from ALSPs and other organizations that are set up to offer legal services.
We should continue partnering with our international members and ensure their voices are part of
the leadership of the organization and our strategy.”

Background:
Chris Hunt, nominated for a Director at Large for the 2021 ILTA Board of Directors, has been a keen
strategist, strong leader, and adept technologist for over 20 years. Working for almost a decade in his
current role, he manages all aspects of the firm’s technology investment, leading projects that modernize
the firm’s infrastructure. Further, Chris’ experience in the legal technology industry has guided the firm’s
transition of key internal systems to cloud-based applications. He serves as a leader in vendor selection and
management, project management, implementation, and training.
Beyond the firm’s technology, Chris has taken a leadership role in overseeing the daily operations of the
firm, working closely with firm leadership and the managing partner. Chris coordinates with all functional
areas of the firm, working with all departments and employees to improve efficiency and productivity and
insure excellent client service.
Chris is an active ILTA contributor, having been a member since 2000, and has attended every ILTACON
since 2009.
He lives in the Greater Boston area with his family.

Board of Directors
Candidates
James (Jim) McKenna

Board Position: Director at Large

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
FENWICK & WEST
Legal Experience:
Active in the infrastructure and information operations side of legal IT
for almost 30 years, Jim McKenna is an innovative technologist. He has
significant experience in management, information security, user
support, marketing, training, and project management both at his
current firm and at Morrison & Foerster LLP.

ILTA Volunteer Experience:
Since 2000, Jim has been invested as volunteer in ILTA. He is a frequent ILTACON attendee and speaker and
has previously been on the ILTA Board of Directors.

Vision:
Each candidate was asked questions related to their reasons for wanting to serve on the Board, what they
hope to accomplish, as well as their vision for ILTA’s future. The following are excerpts from some of the
answers Jim provided.
In response to a question regarding what Jim hopes to accomplish during his 2021-2023 Board service, Jim’s
response included:
“ILTA is at a pivotal transition point. The Pandemic has accelerated our need to change to deliver
on our strategic plan as well as to remain relevant. This next term will be critical in ensuring that
ILTA’s progress, including further development of internal talent, and adapting to a reality of fewer
in-person events but many more virtual/hybrid events, continues. In parallel, the recent ILTA
Membership survey clearly shows 60% of our members are over age 45. As I look to the next Board
term, I have 4 broad goals. 1, ensure ILTA is successful through this transitionary period. 2, ensure
ILTA remains relevant and draws in the next generation of members and volunteers. 3, fully

support and participate in our Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion efforts. And 4, be an excellent
mentor to all.”

In response to a question “What does ILTA need to help ensure a successful future?” Jim’s response
included:
“ILTA is in transition. It is not the only game in town, it cannot rely upon ever growing in-person
events, and it cannot keep its content relevant and timely with organic efforts or yesterday’s
technology. It is embracing hybrid virtual and in-person events, identifying those areas of
knowledge where it will be a leader, and building the processes on top of modern technology to
enable “My ILTA” to be a success. A complete commitment to continuous improvement,
experimentation, and content quality is needed to remain relevant.
ILTA can also lead the industry through its Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion efforts. People can see
how well it works at ILTA and can take that experience back to their workplaces. To thrive, ILTA
must figure out what younger professionals need, how they want to receive it, and adapt
accordingly. The recent Membership survey showed over 60% of the Association is over 45 years
old. That’s a huge number of members nearing retirement. It is imperative we figure out how to
be meaningful and critical to the next generations of professionals. And we will.”

Background:
Jim McKenna, nominated for the role of Director at Large for the 2021 - 2023 ILTA Board of Directors, is the
Chief Information Officer at Fenwick & West. Working as a Senior Information Security and Operations
Executive, Jim strives to elevate technical and operational stability, driving organizational efficiency and
profitability. His background includes leadership roles managing cross-cultural teams across multiple
domestic and international locations. In these roles, he has directed comprehensive global projects, and
coordinated international requirements, meeting challenging schedules for completion. He is responsible
for all aspects of Information Technology and its utilization at the firm.
Previously, Jim was a Director of Infrastructure and Information Security and has worked at length in
infrastructure operations and practice technology. He directed Global Infrastructure Operations across
three continents, and managed cross-functional teams. He conducted negotiations and project
management and represented the firm on third party audits and marketing pitches. While with Morrison
and Foerster, he was instrumental in the firm winning ILTA's 2012 “Most Innovative Law Firm.”
Jim is a Certified Information System Security Professional, LTN Technology Award for most Innovative Use
of Technology from Law Technology News (LTN) and is a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer + Internet.
He lives in the San Francisco Bay Area, California, with his family.

